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Introduction

Sampling and Analysis

Mineral dust is frequently transport during summer time
from the Saharan desert across the Atlantic Ocean to the
Caribbean1. On its way, dust particles may undergo ageing
and acquire secondary materials like sulfate or organics or
may mix with sea-salt particles.

Particle dry deposition collection
sedimentation trap with rain shelter (Fig. 1)
mainly by sedimentation dominated by particles larger
than approximately 1 µm
particle collection on adhesive carbon-substrates
sampling time between 1 d and 4 d

From June to July 2013, in parallel at Ragged Point (RP),
Barbados (N 13.165, W 59.432) and at Cape Verde
Atmospheric Observatory (CV; N 16.864, W 24.867) dust
dry deposition and aerosol samples were collected during
the Saharan Aerosol Long-range Transport and AerosolCloud-Interaction Experiment (SALTRACE).
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Fig. 3: Backscatter
electron image of
sampling substrate
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masks used for
analysis (right);
image width
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Fig. 1: Cross section of sedimentation trap

Aerosol collection
sampling by nozzle impactors and rotating free-wing
impactor (FWI, Fig. 2)
particle collection on adhesive carbon-substrates
sampling time between 20 s (impactors) and 2 h (FWI)
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Analysis
automated scanning electron microscopy with energydispersive X-ray detection
particle size (projected area diameter) and shape
measurements by image analysis (Fig. 3)
scanning of 80% of the particle cross section with
electron beam to get chemical information
representative for the total particle
quantification of single particle chemical composition
with particle size correction
statistical significant numbers of particles are analyzed
(for this work, 50 000)
classification according to chemical composition
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